HOW TO CREATE A BLOOMBERG LOGIN

» You will need to have your mobile phone with you.
» Double click on the Bloomberg icon on your computer desktop.
» Click on the blue link Press Enter or <GO> to Login and then on Create a New Login.
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Answer the questions and fill in the relevant information on each page then click on 1) Continue to move on.

Provide your current phone number and email address.
Select the telephone number where you want to receive your verification text message and then click on 1) Send Code.

Allow up to 5 minutes for the verification code to be sent to your mobile phone. If you do not receive it after 5 minutes, click on the <MENU> to Return button at the top of the screen and try again.
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Login Creation Summary

Congratulations on successfully creating your login.

Login Name
Your Login Name TESTUSER55
Please select the option below if you wish to change your login name now.

1) Change your login name.

Getting Started
2) Click here to return to the login screen.
Once you are logged in, you can hit <Help><Help> to reach a LIVE Bloomberg rep.

This is a Bloomberg Anywhere Terminal which requires a Bloomberg Anywhere login. The above login cannot be used on this terminal until it is converted to Bloomberg Anywhere. Alternately, it can be used on a Bloomberg Professional terminal without converting.

LEARN MORE
For additional information, press the <HELP> key twice on the Bloomberg Professional® service.

» Once you have logged in type HELP in one of the Bloomberg windows and press <ENTER> to reach the Getting Started with Bloomberg page.
» Then go to BPS EDUCATION <ENTER> and click on Education User Guide for comprehensive instructions on how to use the Bloomberg Professional service.
» Hitting the <HELP> key once on your keyboard while on any Bloomberg screen will provide you with steps on how to use the functionality